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‘Nothing’s wrong is it, you can’t do anything wrong, your artwork isn’t wrong, 
and your opinions aren’t wrong, so you’re just being yourself aren’t you, you 
know, your natural self.’   
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Introduction                     
In March 2020, the Loudspeaker Programme Manager, Associate Artists and Support Worker were 
furloughed as part national measures to prevent the spread of Covid-19. During this same period of 
time, Navigator partners continued to function, and participant referrals to Building Better 
Opportunities carried on, albeit at a slower rate.   

Loudspeaker project staff returned to work in September, planning for different scenarios for Project 
11. The Programme Manager developed safe working practices to ensure the wellbeing and health of 
staff and participants, revising the Nottingham Contemporary Safeguarding Adults at Risk policy with 
respect to online activity. Two activity plans were developed by the Associate Artist, adhering to 
Nottingham Contemporary’s Covid-19 policies, planning for both face-to-face and remote projects as 
similar as possible in content. The preparatory conversations the Support Worker conducted with 
participants were lengthened to ascertain participant’s access to, and knowledge of Zoom. Risk 
Assessment became an enhanced, and more detailed process, setting standards for other similar 
activities at Nottingham Contemporary. 

During nine pre-Covid-19 projects with ninety women, it was identified that the main benefits of 
attending Loudspeaker centred around meeting new people and getting out of the house to reduce 
loneliness, and in developing self-confidence and valuing their ideas to improve mental health. In 
attending Project 11, participants were not able to benefit from getting out of the house, but the need 
to connect with people and to focus thoughts away from Covid-19 were both amplified. Participant A 
said, “… I think doing the course made life during lockdown easier to cope with as the artwork we 
studied dealt with some real-life issues like [the] uncertainty we are all facing.” 

The project team noted many similarities between the feedback received by participants attending 
Project 11 as compared with that received by participants attending previous, traditional, in-person 
projects. Participants B and C expressed common, valuable experiences, highlighting resilience in facing 
new challenges creatively: 

‘I think, from a group perspective, it felt like a really warm, kind, non-judgmental space as well, so 
when you’re talking about subjects like that, it can be quite scary that you’re going to say the wrong 
thing, or offend someone or say something, so it was nice to not feel that judgement of whatever 
your opinions are, they’re yours and they’re relevant to you...’ 
 
‘I really enjoyed seeing more of Jimmy Roberts work, just because I thought it was really beautifully 
presented. I found the subject quite difficult, challenging maybe but, I really enjoy working as a 
group. And I think, yeah, what you said is that sometimes you have to go through the negative to get 
to something more positive, I think is true but not necessarily easy.’  
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Project framework 

Dates 
9 x 2.5 hour sessions from 10:00am-12:30pm, 15th October 2020 and finishing on 10th December 2020. 
 

Format  
Participant referrals were received from Building Better Opportunities (BBO) Navigator partners across 
Nottingham and Derby cities and counties.  Sessions were delivered online through Zoom, using Virtual 
Reality galleries experiences of the exhibitions. Participants received packs of materials and activity 
prompts in the post each week to use during the sessions, 
 

Exhibition context 
Project activities were based on the exhibitions Grace Before Jones: Camera, Disco, Studio and Jimmy 
Robert: Akimbo. Themes explored through discussions and making, included: 

• Gender, sexuality and race; 
• Black image-making and the construction of identity; 
• The Civil Rights Movement and Black Beauty; 
• Fashion experiments and histories of re-appropriation; 
• The development of performance art; 
• Performance, the body and gesture; 
• The politics of spectatorship – visibility and invisibility, the gaze and desire. 
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Session activities 
Sessions followed this general structure:

1. Participants arrive online 
2. Check-in group discussion 
3. Verbal introduction to the activity 
4. Exploring artwork in the gallery through Virtual Reality 
5. Comfort break 
6. Group discussion and creative activity to make artworks in the home 
7. Sharing and reflecting on ideas development 
8. Check-out group discussion 

 
 
 
 

 
Staffing  
Participants were supported before and during every session by the Support Worker.  The Programme 
Manager (or head of Learning when the Programme Manager was absent) administered the Zoom 
session, overseeing the safety of each session. The Associate Artist focused on leading the session 
activities to ensure all participants were engaged. 
 
Activities 
Activities were designed by Associate Artist Gillian Brent, linked to the materials, processes and themes 
in the exhibitions as follows: 
 

Activity: Shape, Layer, Texture 
Cut or torn collage using a range of different paper sizes, surface textures, weights and colours.  
Experimenting with different arrangements or compositions by overlapping and layering the 
papers to create an abstract image.                                     
Learning outcomes                    
Making decisions, trying different ideas before choosing the final one, learning about abstraction, 
selecting from a range of art and non-art materials. 

Activity: Constructing an Image 
Deconstructing a photo of a model in pose, to create an extreme pose, re-arranging the body parts 
of the model and adding to and improving the newly constructed image with paint-pens.                 
Learning outcomes                   
Considering how images (media, advertising etc) can be changed and constructed to present a 
certain message or aesthetic. 
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Activity: 21st Century Monuments 
Using photos of existing statues of historical public figures, making new versions of monuments by 
adding to it or changing them completely. New versions represent modern Britain, relevant to 
today. Making a 3D base or plinth out of cardboard, adding words to the plinth to express 
information and feelings about the new figure. 
Learning outcomes                   
Learning about how history is represented in our public spaces. Making choices about what would 
be more representative and relevant. 

Activity: Black and White                                   
Collaborative, simultaneous online drawing over a photographic image using ‘annotate’ tool in 
Zoom. Using black and white card, tape and paint-pens to create an accessory to wear, based on a 
brief given by another participant. Accessories should change the way you look; showing or hiding 
your gender, race, culture or identity.               
Learning outcomes                    
Collaborating and working to another person’s brief. Thinking about how image and identity can be 
enhanced or distorted. 

Activity: People in Space                                              
Taking photos of yourself with your phone or tablet, fitting parts of your body into corners, nooks 
and spaces inside and outside the home. Exploring whether homes fit lifestyles, looking at aspects 
that prevent freedom of movement or self-expressing yourself properly.                                   
Learning outcomes                   
Considering how you fit into your environment and whether it fits your needs well. Becoming 
aware of how your life and choices are affected by how space and society is designed. 

Activity: Fashion Collage                                        
Create a simple abstract collage using the papers, fabrics, dress patterns and haberdashery. 
Learning outcomes           
Making an image using details from fashion; how small details in what you wear have a visual 
affect. 

Activity: Captured Moments                              
Taking photos of details in the home that tell a story of every-day presence through something just 
done – eaten a meal, a change of clothing, returning from shopping. The story is told by furniture, 
clothes, objects, without people being in them. Capturing images that tell stories with and without 
rearranging anything.                 
Learning outcomes                   
How images can tell a story; images as language. Being able to create a scenario with objects and 
record it to have control of the message. Ability to read other images in the future. 
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Other participant activities included writing a group 
agreement together, group discussions inspired by the 
exhibition, setting personal goals, sharing the results of 
posted activities live on screen or through sharing photos 
on WhatsApp, planning a printed and online exhibition 
book. Staff also shared information about other creative, 
and voluntary opportunities in the region.  

Activities were different every week and made links 
between issues and experiences outside the day-to-day 
lives of the participants, offering space and time for 
reflection on ideas and expressions of opinion.  

To introduce the theme of each week’s activity and to 
provide suggestions for creative activities in between 
sessions, the Associate Artist posted postcards to 
participants containing a simple creative activity to try 
before the next session. Participants photographed their 
experiments and shared them with the group via 
WhatsApp or by emailing the Associate Artist.  

Participants 

Numbers                 
Our target was to achieve between 15 and 20 participant referrals, with the expectation that numbers 
would typically drop to around 8-10 participants. Participants referrals were sought by the Programme 
Manager and Support Worker, in liaison with Navigators. 
Around eighteen women were referred by Navigators during September 2020. Eleven women started 
the project, with this number dropping to eight. The average weekly attendance was seven women per 
session. Of the referrals who did not attend, the reasons for not attending included: 

Ø Participants disengaging with BBO due to gaining employment. 
Ø Participants not having access or knowledge to connectivity, a device or online sessions. 
Ø Ill health linked to drug and alcohol misuse. 
 

Referral sources                        
Women sustained participation after being referred from: 
Ø Acorn Training, Nottinghamshire 
Ø Framework, Nottingham  
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Ø Double Impact, Nottingham 
Ø Women’s Work, Derby 
Ø Refuge Forum, Nottingham 

 
Women who did not attend or stopped attending were referred from:   
Ø Women’s Work, Derby 
Ø Double Impact, Nottingham 

  
The continued level of communications between the Programme Manager, Support Worker and 
Navigators helped immensely with retaining good attendance on this.  In addition, it was observed that 
participants receiving a parcel in the post every week was a positive way to encourage participants to 
attend, and one way of ensuring participants felt valued.  

Most participants were new to contemporary art and Nottingham Contemporary, with one 
Nottingham-based participant being familiar to Nottingham Contemporary.  

 



 
 
Attendance per participant                                                                                                         
Out of the eight women who regularly attended the project, the average attendance was 72%, with 
one participant attending 100% of the sessions, and three of the eight attending 8 out of 9 sessions 
(89%). 
 

Attendance comparison since 2017 
Participants numbers and attendance Project 3 onwards: 
Project 3 attendance was seven participants with an average attendance rate of 56% 
Project 4 attendance was thirteen participants with an average attendance rate of 79% 
Project 5 attendance was nine participants with an average attendance rate of 89% 
Project 6 attendance was nine participants with an average attendance rate of 93% 
Project 7 attendance was eight participants with an average attendance rate of 90%. 
Project 8 attendance was ten participants and an average attendance rate of 80%. 
Project 9 attendance was seven participants and an average attendance rate of 80% 
Project 11 attendance was eight participants and as average attendance rate of 72% 
 
Good referral numbers for Project 11 reflects:  
• Our continued approach to communications with Navigators through providing detailed Notes 

for Navigators to guide them through understanding what Loudspeaker projects are and to 
outline the actions they need to take. 

• Providing digital flyers for Navigators to share with participants. 
• Navigators being able to show a short Loudspeaker film to participants to help participants get a 

feel for who attends, where, why and how it can help. 
• The positive reputation Loudspeaker holds with Navigators, and their confidence in our policies 

and procedures to ensure participant safety and access. 
 

Achieving good retention rates reflects: 
• The contact and encouragement from the Support Worker each week to encourage attendance.  
• The additional contact with the Associate Artist and other participants between sessions on 

WhatsApp. 
• Welcoming, safe, non-judgmental, caring support. 
• Participants reassured by the Abstinence Policy. 
• Participants in control of the group agreement and the reassurance this offers to ensure 

Loudspeaker is a safe environment. 
• Learning new things about and through art and being challenged to think beyond the ‘norm’. 
• Trying new ways of making art with a focus on ideas, process and experimentation 
• Engaging in objective, creative, healthy thinking and communication. 
• Doing something different each week. 
• Receiving a bespoke parcel on art materials in the post every week. 
• The chance to do something each week for a few hours that helps to reduce loneliness, and 

improve mental health, and take the focus away from complex needs issues or the effects of the 
pandemic. 
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Outcomes for participants – Loudspeaker Aims             
Written, recorded and anecdotal evidence recorded 
during Head, Heart Bag Bin activities, in Check-out 
conversations and through participants writing their 
own Personal Goals. Evidence suggests that 
participants made progress to help with the following: 

Raised self-confidence and feeling positive 
about themselves, expressing opinions and 
ideas 

I liked discussing ideas and gender. 

I’ve really enjoyed it, I really enjoy taking photographs 
actually, when I was at home doing them. I had fun 
doing that, it can be really thought-provoking and 
listening to H today has made me think about things 

you know – difficulties people have on a daily basis, what we can all just take for granted, I think 
that’s really thought provoking. Erm, yeah, so I’ve really enjoyed it thank you. 

It’s nice to talk about it with other people that may understand what I mean. Sometimes if I don’t 
discuss it with people then I think I am the only person going through it, where I’m not because 
there’s others, so it’s really good for me to get it out and talk about it. Which is what I struggle 
with anyway, I struggle getting me feelings out. 

{I’m throwing in the bin] the idea that I can’t do things or make choice or what to photograph. 
 
…I think I agree with C, it gives you a voice doesn’t it, you know. And I think that’s what I really, 
really get from it. And plus, I’m even thinking to myself, which is quite silly, “you’re making choices 
D” and you don’t usually make decisions’ you know, and I quite like it. It’s not something that I 
really do that, and it’s quite a nice feeling to think like that. 
 
I couldn’t really get my head round the artists at first, and it took me a while to sort of like think, 
well I can see where you’re going with this one, sort of like, to actually put your stamp on it, you 
know what I mean, to do it your way – I found that quite liberating. Nothing’s wrong is it, you can’t 
do anything wrong, your artwork isn’t wrong, and your opinions aren’t wrong, so you’re just being 
yourself aren’t you, you know, your natural self.  
 
It’s been really helpful because I can’t think of another course where you get to discuss all of those 
things and I think it’s really nice if you’ve been to an art exhibition, to talk about it and find out 
more about what you’ve seen.  
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I think, from a group perspective, it felt like a really warm, kind, non-judgmental space as well, so 
when you’re talking about subjects like that, it can be quite scary that you’re going to say the 
wrong thing, or offend someone or say something, so it was nice to not feel that judgement of 
whatever your opinions are, they’re yours and they’re relevant to you isn’t it.   

 
Expanding comfort zones 

I am going to be aware of topics, news, interesting thoughts which I am not aware of yet. 

I really, really enjoyed it, and like D it does take me a while to get, you know, my head in line with 
my hands if you know what I mean but I really enjoyed, I didn’t think it was going to be as good as 
this actually, I‘ll be honest when Nicola told me about it, but it’s absolutely brilliant. 

It’s good to try new things.  
 
Well at first I thought what the hell am I going to do, but then when we had the discussion on what 
each other decided what we were gonna make, I had to quickly think what I could do, but it worked 
out good and I really love it. 

I really enjoyed seeing more of Jimmy Roberts work, just because I thought it was really beautifully 
presented. I found the subject quite difficult, challenging maybe but, I really enjoy working as a 
group. And I think, yeah, what you said is that sometimes you have to go through the negative to 
get to something more positive, I think is true but not necessarily easy.  

 
I had never heard of either of the artist 
which we studied this week. 
 
I surprised myself yet again, managing to 
persevere to get on, er, so I enjoyed, like 
you say, I always say ‘oh I don’t know what 
to think about it’, and then something pops 
up in my head.  
 
 
 
 

I’ve felt great today – I’ve enjoyed going round taking photographs and sending them. It’s difficult 
to make everyday objects and like what you do every because you’re so used to doing it, it’s hard to 
make a story out of it, you have to really – it takes me a time to think up something. Art is all 
around you, you just don’t know it.  
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Well I thought I was going to be a bit daunting at first, and I didn’t realise it was going to be so 
enjoyable really, and using a different part of your head, you know away from everyday things, and 
now I’ve got a place now, where looking back it’s been an absolutely fantastic experience. 
 
The exhibitions were very different and new for me. I started to see the art and understand inside 
of this art.  

 
Developing social skills and friendships, feeling part of group, meeting new people 

[I learnt about] new people and new artworks.  
 
Never thought I could do this and share. 

And I think we’re starting to make contact with everybody - we feel like a little zoom family now – 
it’s just us and nobody else, well apart from my cat who’s sat and watched everything. So I really 
really think it’s great I’m looking forward to next week already, but to does go quick. 
 
I think we’ve got a really lovely group of ladies though, I think it feels like a really safe space. 
 
I really enjoyed working in a group. 
 
My aim was to meet new people and gain confidence which I have done because when I first came 
onto this group, I was nervous. 
 
It has made me feel like it was good for me in that I got to meet to new people. 

[My favourite thing was] making the time to connect and be part of the group.   
 
It was great meeting all the team – they are simply wonderful and kind and caring. I enjoyed 
connecting with the other ladies on my course too. 

Learning new information or skills about contemporary art 

How to portray art through photography. 
 
Love the pens, and also I really like that I now know that image is not real - made me feel so much 
better. 
 
[I learnt about] more of the exhibition. 
 
[I learnt about] How to make a piece of body armour with limited material. 

[I]… learnt to cut and paste.  
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[I learnt about] different textures and ideas. 
 
Well I liked designing something in a group that tied 
in with the exhibition we looked at. 

I enjoyed taking photographs, I may take this up as a 
hobby. 
 
I’ve enjoyed it all today – taking the photos, I like 
taking pictures, and also sending the via WhatsApp 
because I didn’t know how to do it before this group. 
 
I discovered mixture of different shapes and sizes. 

 
I have learnt how to put contrasting colours and textures together. 
 
How to take picture of everyday things. 
 
I’ve learned about some more artists. 
 
I’m good at collages, that’s what I’ve discovered, yeah, so I’ve enjoyed making the collages. 
 
I’ve never even visited an art gallery before, so it’s been nice to see what’s actually in there and the 
different things you do. It’s been different, I’ve really enjoyed it.  

 
Feeling improved mental health 

 
Yeah, it’s been nice just to relax and do this. I feel much more relaxed now than what I did earlier. 
 
I was able to really relax when I was cutting out the shapes. 

I have experienced feeling good about myself. 
 
…and also it’s been my space time – I didn’t think back in the beginning it was going to be, but 
now, it’s like, my sons and my grand-babies know that this is Nana’s time to herself. 
 
It’s really helped with my anxiety as well, because I do struggle meeting new people and, erm, it’s 
to do with my past which I won’t go into, but it really has helped me, it’s helped me to calm down 
as well, and it‘s given me something to look forward to each week.  
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[In my Personal Goals] I put, ‘to feel more confident and more at peace’. Basically, calmer and less 
stressed, and I do feel that, I do feel a lot calmer and it’s very de-stressing to just take your mind off 
of it for that amount of time, and just sit a do what you’re all doing together which is really nice. 
 
[In my Personal Goals] I put, ‘to have fun and be creative’, because I kind of felt that was lacking, 
actually just doing something fun and not serious and kind of like with an agenda. It felt like it was 
complete escapism, yeah I think that’s actually been achieved for me personally, it’s definitely been 
escapism. It’s kind of like, everything is gone, it’s a space where you can just sit and be and I think 
that’s really powerful isn’t it. I’m really gonna miss it.  
 
Yes, I think doing the course made life during lockdown easier to cope with as the artwork we 
studied dealt with some real-life issues like [the] uncertainty we are all facing. 

Communication and IT skills 
It was not an intended aim, but the staff team noted the learning and skills development that each 
participant underwent to learn how to use Zoom and its various functions. Staff noted the resilience 
participants demonstrated on persevering with poor connectivity issues, and in learning how to use 
devices and Zoom for communications, creative and educational purposes. 
 

I am more comfortable doing a course through Zoom and would like to be able to do the course 
when the gallery opens again.  

Common challenges for participants                     
All participants were struggling with mental health and loneliness due the lockdown measures 
imposed. A number of participants also struggled with low self-esteem and anxiety and at least three 
participants were being supported to recover from domestic violence.  
A common challenge for most participants (and staff) was in having access to reliable wi-fi and 
knowledge of and / or confidence in how to download and use Zoom for online sessions.   
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Addressing multiple and complex needs       
The system of weekly conversations and updates 
between the participants, the Support Worker and 
Navigators continued to be effective in tackling access 
issues to enable participants to engage with 
Loudspeaker. This process of weekly updates from the 
Support Worker raised concerns or suggestions for 
Navigators to act on to help participants in between 
sessions.  Before attending this project, participants 
were made aware of the liaison between the Support 
Worker and their Navigators.  

The results from the participant questionnaire after the 
final session provide indications as to how attending 
Loudspeaker helped with needs. Questionnaires were 
posted to eight women, with six completing and 
returning it to the gallery, producing the following 
results: 

• 4 out of 6 participants agreed, 1 partly agreed and 1 disagreed that that Loudspeaker had 
improved self-confidence. 

• 5 out of 6 participants agreed, and 1 disagreed that Loudspeaker had helped them make new 
friends. 

• 2 out of 6 participants agreed, and 3 partly agreed and 1 disagreed that Loudspeaker had helped 
them get out the house more often. 

• 6 out of 6 participants agreed that Loudspeaker helped them to value their own ideas. 
• 6 out of 6 participants agreed that Loudspeaker had helped them to think about their own 

creativity. 
• 5 out of 6 participants agreed, and 1 disagreed that Loudspeaker inspired their interest in 

learning or training. 
• 4 out of 6 participants agreed, and 2 partly agreed that Loudspeaker had helped with their 

mental health. 
• 3 out of 6 participants agreed, 2 partly agreed and 1 disagreed that Loudspeaker helped them to 

make healthier lifestyle choices. 
• 5 out of 6 participants agreed, 1 disagreed that Loudspeaker had motivated them to think 

positively about work or volunteering. 

The two needs that we addressed most successfully were in helping women to value their own ideas 
and in thinking about their own creativity. 
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Although Loudspeaker does not focus of careers, the project team make intermittent references to 
training, professions and sustain positive conversations with participants about careers when this is 
instigated by participants. When participants express views on past, present or future careers, 
training or volunteering, this is communicated after the session to the Navigator to pick up on with 
participants. We agreed that our focus for this project would be in supporting women with creative 
thinking to help overcome the additional challenges of being isolated due to the pandemic. 

Similarly, regarding eating healthily, choosing healthy friendships and relationships and getting more 
exercise, these aspects are considered when planning activities and.  As with careers, when 
conversations with participants arise, these are guided to ensure participant safety and health, and 
to offer new ideas and creative thinking. During this project, participants were asked to post a letter 
each week to the project, thus encouraging regular opportunities to leave the house safely to walk to 
a post box.  

Diversity            
Participants were aged between 34 and 63 years with an average age of 44 years. Seven participants 
were White British, one was Russian, and one was participant was ethnically diverse. 

All members of the project team have lived experience of one or more complex need and comprised 
of two females of White British background one of White Irish background. 

Diversity was regularly discussed in sessions with participants, including respecting different political 
and religious views, and views on age, sexuality, disabilities, lifestyles, gender and sexual preference.  

During sessions where the exhibits and exhibiting artists were explored, participants were given 
information verbally, on paper and online, and then shared their views on topics including feminism, 
civil rights, social history, Black Lives Matter – to name a few. 

A unique aspect of Loudspeaker is about listening to sharing opinions and ideas, the realisation that 
we see things differently to each other, and learning to value yours and other people’s opinions. 
Using contemporary art as starting points allows for this diversity of interpretations and reactions.  

Sustainability                         
In having to convert sessions to an online format, there were a number of positive consequences on 
the environment. Participant travel was reduced to nothing – with participants able to join every 
week from as far away as Swadlincote and Dronfield, and marketing materials were produced in 
digital formats only.  
Each week, participants were posted packs of materials to use during the sessions.  These packs were 
designed to contain the same range of materials that would have been provided at face-to-face 
sessions and were packaged using paper and card where possible as opposed to plastics. 
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Partner learning - significant challenges and outcomes                    
Frustrations with poor connectivity or lack of knowledge on how 
to use Zoom had the potential to deter participants from 
attending, but staff saw participants persevere with trying to 
access sessions and show resilience with technology and 
connectivity.  Staff developed ways of providing basic advice on 
the phone, in writing and through texts to help participants use 
Zoom before and during sessions.  

The Risk Assessment process what massively enhanced due to 
planning for both face-to-face and online formats to ensure 
sessions were Covid-19 safe and were safe from Safeguarding 
perspective. Assessing potential risks for online activity was 
complex and time-consuming due to the more uncontrollable 
factors of working with participants in their home settings. The 

Support Worker spent lot of time before sessions, talking to participants about attending safely, in a 
private space that wouldn’t pose risks of harm to other participants.   

Generally, a great deal of additional time was spent on planning, with contingency planning being a 
focus. The Programme manager was unexpectedly unable to work, meaning session delivery was 
switched to online session format from the beginning of the project.  

Staff contingency was not something that was planned for, so it was fortunate that the Head of 
Learning was able to fill-in for the Programme Manager when she contracted Covid-19 and needed 
three weeks off work.  The learning from this to put into place for successive projects, is the 
contingency planning for staff absence as all of the three key staff roles are essential for delivery.  

In order to provide information and reassurance about Covid-19 safety, information about how to 
access online sessions, as well as all the usual information about what Loudspeaker is, the Support 
Worker’s checklist of essential items to cover was substantial lengthened for this project. It was a 
challenge to impart so much information and simultaneously collect information from participants 
during phone calls.  

To help participants connect with and experience the exhibitions, and appreciate the relevance of 
the activities, participants access the VR tours of the exhibitions, were played short pieces of footage 
from moving images works and music tracks on Youtube. As with an in-person experience, staff were 
able to guide attention towards specific artworks. 

In anticipation of participants suffering from heightened anxiety (due to Covid-19), and this perhaps 
stopping participants from attending, staff filmed a short welcome video to introduce ourselves, to 
show where taxis drop off and collect from, to show our building entrance and where session  
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activities are based, showing hand-sanitation points and features subtitles.  As sessions were 
unexpectedly transferred to online from the very start of the project, it was not necessary to share 
this film with participants, but it can be used for future projects that happen in-person. 

A challenge was in offering the social, sharing and collaborative aspects of Loudspeaker projects in an 
online format; to encourage participants to collaborate verbally and visually, and to share ideas. The 
Associate Artist used the features of Zoom including Breakout Rooms and Annotation tool to 
facilitate group and collaborative activities. Participants also agreed to use WhatsApp as a way of 
sharing photos of their artworks, and this helped greatly with forming positive group relations. Much 
thought and research was put into selecting safe, effective, accessible and free platforms for sessions 
and communications. 

Without the opportunity to present an exhibition and celebratory event for family, friends, and 
supporters, the team chose to capture the achievements by working with the participants to design a 
photo-book to document the creative experiments of the project. The sense of celebration was more 
subdued without the occasion of a material exhibition and public event, but the potential audiences 
who will visit the online version of the photobook on Nottingham Contemporary’s website will 
exceed the number of people visiting material LS exhibitions as this will be a long-lasting legacy for 
the participants to refer back to. 

Staff tried to ensure a similar type and amount of feedback was gathered from participants to help 
with weekly planning and overall evaluation, by adapting all the processes of obtaining written 
comments, and consent to Adapting evaluation methods.   

In sessions, staff instantly realised the challenges of not being in the same room as participants. The 
Associate Artist found it challenging not being able to see well what participants were making, so 
switched delivery styles to focus on verbal communication, and gave advice to participants on how to 
position their devices to allow her to see what they were making. The Support Worker also adapted 
her observation and communication skills for online sessions, offering a comparable degree of one-
to-one and group support throughout each session, via text and calls, which equated to having quiet 
conversations to one side in face-to-face sessions.  

Aims for successive projects                        
The staff wish to refine the skills learnt during this project - in administering and facilitating Zoom 
sessions, in supporting participants before sessions to help with connectivity and access to Zoom, 
and in adapting how to observe, support and communicate with participants during sessions. The 
aim would also be to explore further the potential for creative activities using Zoom.  

It will be part of all future projects, whether delivered online or in-person, that the results will be 
uploaded to the Nottingham Contemporary website in the form of an online exhibition / publication.  
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This allows for wider exposure of the project and the participant’s achievements and creates a legacy 
that participants may find helpful to look back on when considering future training, learning or 
employment. 

The project team will again, plan for both face-to-face and online delivery of project 12, with all plans 
in place to resume activities at the gallery as soon as possible. If and when this happens, the 
Programme Manager would re-instate the Peer Mentor roles.  

With the uncertainty of continued Building Better Opportunities funding, the Programme Manager 
and Head of Learning are researching potential future funders for more Loudspeaker work for 
women in Nottingham.  

Katy Culbard – Programme Manager 


